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Because of the infinite number of images of a vortex in a rectangular domain, the direct method of
simulation is time-consuming, and the approximation methods..., lack the needed precision.
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$\omega_{i}$ 1 $\omega_{1}=1/2,$ $w_{2}=i/2$
Mathematica 52 $(\omega_{1}, \omega_{2})$
$\psi=-{\rm Re}\ln\sigma(z)+\Omega|z|^{2}/2$ (2)
$\sigma$ Weierstrass 1 1
2 $x$ 4 1









$H$ 2 $(I_{x}, I_{y})=( \sum_{i}\mu\{{\rm Re}[z_{t}]$ ,
$\sum_{i}\mu_{t}{\rm Im}[z_{t}])$ $A= \sum_{i}\mu\iota|z_{i}|^{2}$ \’i10] $H$ $A$





$K(r)=( \lambda N)^{-1}\sum_{i=1}^{N}\sum_{J=1,j\neq i}^{N}\theta(r-|\tilde{x}, -\vec{x}_{j}|)$ . (4)
$N$ $\lambda=N/S$ $S$ (2 ) $\tilde{x}_{i}$ $c_{i}$ $\theta(r)$
(Complete Spatial Randomness, CSR Homogeneous






$CSR$ 3 CSR $N(=64)$ 1
8x8
8 8














1. Case(I) $x$. Caae(II). Case(III) 10 $x10$. $C\epsilon se(IV)$ CSR.
Mathematica 52 NDSolve . $N=100$ 96 Case(I)
$t=0.1$ $t=0.1$ eddy turnover time 10 [1] 1
CPU 2-5 Case(I) Kelvin-Helmholtz $t=0.O1$
$10^{-5}\sim 10^{-6}$
Case(I) $x$
$z_{i}(0)=j/N+\epsilon\sin 2\pi j/N$ , $j=1,$ $\cdots$ , $N$, (7)
$\epsilon=0.05$ Kelvin-Helmholtz
















4: Case(I)[ ] $t=0.002$
5: Case(II)[ , checkered pattern]
6: Case(III)[ , uniform spacing]
128
7: Case(IV)[CSR]. Caae(V) (Ka’rma’n )
$t=0.O1$. Case(VI) ( Case(II)
). Caae(VII) $CSR$




8–10 ( ) ( )
Case(VI) $L$ $r$
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